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Lesson 5.  Exercise:  Forgiving Others 

Ask the Holy Spirit to identify one offense that He wants you to forgive.  Use the simple 

table below to help guide you through the process.  You may find it easier to begin with the 

name of the person, or the event or circumstance in which the offense occurred.  Use the 

right hand column to record any course of action God as asked you to take in response to 

forgiving this offense, if any. 
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Steps for forgiving others: 

 Take account of the offenses 

 Acknowledge the debt 

 Find compassion for the debtor 

 Release the person 

 Reconciliation becomes possible 

Sample prayer for releasing a debtor: 

Lord, I confess to you that (person) owes a debt to me because of (offenses).  I have taken an 
account of these debts and choose, of my own free will, to release (person) from this debt.  
As far as I am concerned, (person) owes me nothing in this matter any longer.  This is true 
past, present and future.  Since I have forgiven (person), I ask that You forgive also.  Now, 
Lord, I wait for any instruction you have for me in this matter.  Amen. 
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Sharing:  Forgiving Others 

Answer these discussion questions in your small group: 

 What did it feel like to forgive an offense? 

 How does releasing a debt change you? 

 Choose an event or circumstance and then brainstorm likely offenses. 

 How does forgiving the offense answer the problem of dealing with repeat offenders? 

 What offense have you found to be the hardest to forgive? 

 What would have to change in your mindset to allow forgiveness to flow more 

readily? 

 How has your ability to forgive been affected by your willingness to be forgiven? 

 How might God repay for losses you incurred? 

Write a script that you could use to let someone know that you have forgiven them, 

following the pattern used in the exercise above. 

Caring:  Forgiving Others 

Spend some time in prayer with each other, asking the Holy Spirit to reveal an offense or 

offender you should forgive.  Listen for His direction on how to release the offense. 


